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Barruguet 

"Swanky High-End Toy Store"

Established at L'Eixample in 1968, Barruguet is a swanky store for kids.

This mega store makes it an awesome place for kids to choose all their

favorite book, games, toys and sport equipments from. The store is clean

and well arranged with all the products placed according to different

themes. The place may seem a little over priced, but the quality of the

products makes them worth it. Check out the website for detailed

information.

 +34 93 301 5807  www.barruguet.com/  bcn@barruguet.com  Gran Via 620, Barcelona

 by Booking.com 

Petit Palace BCN 

"Painted Royal"

Petit Palace BCN is one place to stay in if you like royal treatment.

Situated in close proximity to some of the tourist destination centers, this

hotel makes exploring the city easy and convenient. The hotel offers some

state-of-the-art facilities like a twenty-four hour room service and a bar

and sauna to pamper you further. All the rooms in the hotel are done up in

the color befitting grandeur, namely purple, and come with a laptop and a

well furnished bathroom. If you are in town on business and need a place

for meetings, this hotel has a full fledged business center. All in all, Petit

Palace BCN as the name defines, is truly a royal palace for all those

making a stop here.

 petitpalacebcn.barcelonahotels.it  Calle Roger de Lluria 21, Barcelona

 by Booking.com 

El Palace Hotel 

"A Favorite of the Stars"

An elegant city center landmark, the hotel's majestic neoclassical facade

never fails to impress passersby. It was built in 1919 and was totally

refurbished in 2001 without losing any of its grace. In fact, it was brought

up-to-date and now offers bedrooms furnished in an old-fashioned style,

but with all the necessary modern conveniences, including hotel-wide

wireless internet. This hotel has been a favorite of the likes of Woody

Allen, Orson Welles, Salvador Dalí and musician Xavier Cugat.

Restaurante Caelis offers Mediterranean and Catalan cuisine and is open

to the public. Buffet breakfast is available daily at Diana's Garden.

 +34 93 510 1130  www.hotelpalacebarcelon

a.com/

 helpdesk@hotelpalacebarc

elona.com

 Gran Via de les Corts

Catalanes 668, Barcelona
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Cotton House Hotel, Autograph

Collection 

"An Exquisite Experience"

Oozing of discreet elegance, the Cotton House Hotel, Autograph

Collection made a grand entry as a boutique accommodation in 2015. Set

in the gorgeous 19th-century old headquarters of the Cotton Textile

Foundation, much care was taken to include the history of the place in its

decor. The result is a graceful combination of the old and new. Themed

rooms based on cotton fabrics will beckon you in for a sumptuous stay.

Two majestic stairways at the lobby will lead you to your respective

rooms, giving the whole place a certain whimsical feeling that is

appealing. Kids have separate toiletries and bathrobes. They can play a

variety of games on the Nintendo Wii provided in the room. Avail of spa

services for some pampering indulgence. Dine at their sublime restaurant

and bar, Batuar. Take a refreshing dip in their lavish outdoor pool. Get

bespoke garments from their atelier on-site. Get to know the city through

their excellent concierge service, Gossypium. Personalized and

customized, exploring Barcelona will be unique with their help.

 +34 93 450 5045  www.hotelcottonhouse.co

m/

 cottonhouse@hotelcottonh

ouse.com

 Gran Via de les Corts

Catalanes 670, Barcelona

 by Leonora (Ellie) Enking   

Imaginarium 

"Educational Toys"

This children's toy store aims to provide safe, high-quality toys that

contribute to your child's development, at the same time making it a fun

experience. They have created a 'Club Imaginarium', wherein members

receive a present on their birthday. They cater to the zero to ten age

group and kids can try the toys out in the store first. You can also make an

online purchase and have it delivered at your doorstep. There are many

branches in Barcelona and throughout Europe; consult their website for

more information.

 +34 93 487 6754  www.imaginarium.es/tiendas/detall

e?metodoAction=detalleTienda&idTi

enda=447

 Rambla de Catalunya 68, Barcelona

 by Sergio Calleja (Life is a

trip)   

Hotel Majestic 

"Grandiose Splendor"

The Hotel Majestic Barcelona is located on the shoppers' paradise of

Passeig de Gràcia, Barcelona's equivalent of the Champs Elysées. The

hotel is situated only ten minutes from Ramblas and the Plaça Catalunya,

literally sitting atop the prestigious boutiques of Armani and Chanel. A

favorite choice of visiting celebrities, the Deluxe Hotel Majestic offers 275

luxury rooms and suites, including an exclusive Penthouse. Perhaps the

best intangible feature of the hotel is the enormous private terraces,

which overlook many landmark edifices designed by Barcelona's native

son, Gaudí.

 +34 93 488 1717  www.hotelmajestic.es  info@hotelmajestic.es  Paseo de Gracia 68,

Barcelona

 by Public Domain   

Mullor 

"Clothing for the Elegant Baby"

Everything here is made with love and in the best of taste. Delicate,

classic clothing in whites and pastels: little blouses, t-shirts, hand-knit

sweaters, adorable skirts for baptisms and other events are all available

here. They will line the clothing, carrycots, and cribs according to the

wishes of the customer. Having their own workshop allows them to create

some very exclusive and delicate designs to dress your baby (newborns

up to four-year-olds) for those big occasions.
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 +34 93 215 12 02  Rambla de Catalunya 102, Barcelona

 by Bernard Gagnon   

Parc de la Ciutadella 

"Nature, Culture, & Artistry Meet"

Parc de la Ciutadella is a lush attraction nestled in the Old City, known

locally as the Ciutat Vella. The park was designed by Josep Fontserè and

his then-unknown assistant Antoni Gaudí, who went on to pioneer Catalan

modernism with such masterpieces as the Basilica de la Sagrada Família.

Although it no longer bears the distinction of being the only green space

in the city, the park remains an important respite for city dwelling nature

lovers, as well as those looking to experience the essence of Barcelona.

Within the park are several attractions for the whole family, among them

the Barcelona Zoo and Catalan Parliament. Weave through the verdant

park and its many cultural offerings, taking time to relax by the lake as the

ornate fountain creates a peaceful melody.

 +34 638 23 71 15  www.barcelonaturisme.com/wv3/en

/page/380/parc-de-la-ciutadella.html

 Passeig de Picasso, Barcelona

 by Public Domain   

PLOM Gallery 

"Gallery For Kids"

The PLOM Gallery in Barcelona is a one-of-a-kind art space that is

specially designed to bring out the inner artist that lies within each child.

The gallery offers a wide range of fun activities and projects through

which children can express themselves in a way that they aren't

accustomed to. Art classes are also undertaken here and are carried out

the guidance of friendly professional artists, who help your children to

rediscover themselves.

 +34 93 237 7865  www.plomgallery.com/  hello@plomgallery.com  Carrer de Sèneca 31,

Barcelona

 by José Luiz   

Catalonia History Museum 

"All About Catalan History"

Housed in a 19th-century warehouse on the Barcelona port, this museum

was created to preserve, exhibit, and disseminate Catalonian history. It is

a dynamic and contemporary cultural center where the past is brought to

life through artifacts, documents, historical re-creations, mixed media

presentations, and interactive displays. Beyond regular exhibitions, there

are also learning opportunities in the form of historical archives and

libraries, as well as a dedicated educational department. Move from

prehistoric times to the modern era, explore with a topographic model of

Catalonia under your feet, wind down on the rooftop terrace with hot

coffee and exquisite vistas, then swing by the souvenir shop on your way

out.

 +34 93 225 4700  www.en.mhcat.net/  mhc.cultura@gencat.net  Plaça de Pau Vila 3, Palau de

Mar, Barcelona

 by cdamian   

Zoo Barcelona 

"Globe-Spanning Flora & Fauna"

It all began with a certain Luis Marti Codolar donating his animal

collection to the City Council in 1892. Today, Zoo Barcelona is one of the

most visited spots in Parc de la Ciutadella. Over 7000 animals from over

500 different species call this beautiful sanctuary their home. Exotic

mammals like anteaters, hippos, and mangabeys offset enchanting birds

like the black vulture and red front macaw. Fascinating amphibians and

reptiles round out the fauna housed at the zoo, and all around, majestic

Grevíl-lea and Om trees represent beautiful flora. Beyond its incredible

wildlife, the attraction's commitment to ecological conservation and

preservation is a big selling point, as if guests weren't already lining up to

experience the wonderful Zoo Barcelona.
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 +34 93 225 6780  www.zoobarcelona.cat/  zoobarcelona@bsmsa.cat  Passeig de Picasso, Parc de

la Ciutadella, Barcelona
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Casa Anita 

"For the Kids"

This curious bookstore in Gracia specializes in literature for young minds.

From renowned children's authors and illustrated stories to picture books

and more, the store's carefully chosen collection has enough to pique

curiosity among the little ones. The store, done up in vibrant colors gives

off a youthful vibe, while the mismatched low chairs strewn across the

space invite kids to lose themselves in their newest literary find. Besides

this, the store also organizes exciting summer workshops for kids as well

as training sessions for teachers and parents. Check website for more.

 +34 93 237 6002  www.casaanitallibres.com

/

 info@casaanitallibres.com  Carrer Vic 14, Barcelona

 by Isiwal   

Joan Brossa Gardens 

"Iconic Hilltop Park"

Few parks in Barcelona offer such sweeping views of the beautiful city

from a green hilltop. Like most of the parks on Montjuïc hill which have a

name from a local benefactor, this one is named after a renowned Catalan

poet. The park offers picnic spots, playgrounds and other facilities to

entertain yourself. There are also statues on the grounds that

commemorate other famous personalities such as Charlie Chaplin and

flamenco dancer Carmen Amaya.

 Avinguda de Miramar 32-54, Barcelona
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Bateau Lune 

"For Toys & Workshops"

A place full of imagination and creativity, Bateau Lune will take you by

surprise. The huge collection of toys and kid items are unique and original,

as well as produced using materials keeping the environment in mind.

They also organize educational workshops and free activities for the

growth of children. Check out their website for detailed information.

 +34 93 218 6907  www.bateaulune.com/  info@bateaulune.com  Plaça de la Virreina 7,

Barcelona

 by Puigalder   

Archaeology Museum of Catalonia 

"Ancient Settlers From Prehistory"

The permanent exhibition at the Archaeology Museum of Catalonia traces

the settlement of Catalunya and the Balearic Islands from prehistoric

times to the Middle Ages. The most outstanding artifacts found here

include remains from Iberian, Greek, and Roman sites, including the Greek

statue of Asclepius, which was discovered among ruins in the 3rd century

BCE. There are also brilliant models and illustrations showing how

cavemen lived in this region in the distant past. Everyone is invited to visit

the museum, which offers special facilities for the visually impaired, as

well as a restoration laboratory and educational department. Come check

out the Archaeology Museum of Catalonia!

 +34 93 423 21 49  www.mac.cat/  mac.cultura@gencat.cat  Passeig de Santa Madrona

39, Barcelona
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 by Puigalder   

Club Natació Atlètic-Barceloneta 

"Poolside Fun"

Enjoy a refreshing swim at the Club Natació Atlètic-Barceloneta, equipped

with family-friendly lane pools that overlook the Playa de Sant Sebastia.

Besides swimming pools, the club also features several facilities such as

paddle courts, fitness rooms, and allocated rooms for myriad activities

such as yoga and karate, to name a few. Visitors can buy a reasonably

priced day pass at the club, and spend a lazy day lounging by the

poolside, or engaging in splash-filled fun. Opening hours vary as per

season.

 +34 93 221 0010  www.cnab.cat  cnab@cnab.cat  Plaza del Mar 1, Barcelona

 by Rodrigo Pereira da S…   

Joan Miró Park 

"Tribute to Joan Miró"

Joan Miró was not only a great painter but also a sculptor and ceramicist.

His works have always been recognized across the globe. The Parc Joan

Miró is dedicated to this international artist. Palms, eucalyptus trees and

the multicolored flowers add to the serenity of the park. One of his last

creations entitled Dona I Ocell has been placed here. Do visit the park and

pay your tribute to Joan Miró.

 www.barcelonaturisme.com/wv3/en/page/528/parc-de-

joan-miro.html

 Carrer d'Aragó 2, Barcelona

 by Kippelboy   

Museu del Disseny de Barcelona 

"Designing History"

Disseny Hub Barcelona, nicknamed DHUB, is equal parts museum,

education center, and laboratory. Split into four different subdivisions of

the design world, DHUB covers the topics of interior design, consumer

product design, informational design and, of course, fashion. The

collections at DHUB change frequently, although there are several

permanent exhibitions such as their clothing display that informs guests

about Barcelona fashions from the 16th Century to the modern day. With a

host of lectures, workshops and other events, DHUB is becoming a force

to be reckoned with in the European design scene.

 +34 932 56 67 00  www.dissenyhubbarcelona.cat/  Plaça de les Glòries 37, Barcelona

 by photographerglen   

Magic Fountain of Montjuïc 

"Colorful Fountain"

The Magic Fountain of Montjuïc occupies the original space of The Four

Columns. Built for the World Fair in 1929, the man-made masterpiece is

the brainchild of Carles Buigas. Having faced the brunt of the Spanish

Civil War, it was restored to its magical charm in 1955. Concentric pools

surround the state-of-the-art mechanized features. Stop by every half hour

in the evening for a breathtaking visual display. The chromatic lights give

the water a dancing illusion as it synchronizes with the rhythm of the

music that accompanies the show. The shapes and colors are constantly

changing, and the effect is mystical and enchanting.

 +34 93 285 3834 (Tourist

Information)

 www.barcelonaturisme.co

m/wv3/en/page/614/font-

magica.html

 info@barcelonaturisme.co

m

 Plaça Carles Buigas,

Barcelona
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 by Mark B. Schlemmer   

CaixaForum 

"Wonderful Creation"

Built in 1911, CaixaForum was built by the distinguished Catalan architect

Puig i Cadafalch as a textile factory. It was reimagined and opened in

2002, and today, the space serves as a cultural hub and art museum in

Barcelona. It regularly hosts seminars and cultural events in the

auditorium. In the past, special events have been graced by such

international big shots as Bill Clinton, Mikhail Gorbachev, Bono, and Noam

Chomsky. CaixaForum appreciates all art forms, and the film and cinema

exhibition is popular among visitors. The contemporary art collection is

also a must see. Stop by and check it out for yourself.

 +34 93 476 8600  obrasociallacaixa.org/en/c

ultura/caixaforum-

barcelona/que-hacemos

 info.fundacio@lacaixa.es  Avenida de Francesc Ferrer i

Guàrdia 6-8, Barcelona

 by bjaglin   

El Poble Espanyol 

"Designs of Spain"

Barcelona is known for its grand architecture, and this museum is the

place to see it all. Poble Espanyol is an open-air museum that was built in

1929 as part of the International Exhibition. It was created as an entire

village using architectural styles from all over Spain. Originally, it was

supposed to have been torn down after six months, but it has survived

much longer than that because of its cultural value. Although no one lives

in this village, it is populated during the day by artisans who show visitors

how to make handicrafts. A variety of tapestries, ceramics and jewelry can

be purchased, or you can learn about the art of glass blowing and hand

embroidery. On-site restaurants and cafes complete the experience.

 +34 93 508 6300  www.poble-espanyol.com/

pemsa/en.html

 info@poble-espanyol.com  Avinguda Francesc Ferrer i

Guardia 13, Barcelona

 by aj82   

Estadi Olímpic Lluís Companys 

"Sports & Public Spectacle"

Previously named Estadi Olímpic de Montjuïc, this stadium, designed by

Pere Domich i Roura and built for the 1929 Universal Expo, was totally

renovated in order to host events during the 1992 Olympic Games. Only

the impressive Marathon Gate remains from the original building. This is

where the 1992 games' opening ceremony took place. Nowadays, you can

come here to watch soccer matches, American soccer and pop concerts.

 +34 93 285 3034 (Tourist

Information)

 www.estadiolimpic.cat/co

ntacte/contacta-amb-

nosaltres/

 teltur@Barcelonaturisme.c

om

 Passeig Olímpic 17, Olympic

Ring, Barcelona
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Park Güell 

"Amazing Architecture"

Architectural icon Antoni Gaudí designed this sprawling park to create

harmony among urban and natural landscapes. He began building the

park system on Carmen Hill in 1910, creating an eye-catching tapestry of

structures, gardens, and public institutions for citizens and visitors of

Barcelona to enjoy. Gaudí finished working on the project in 1914, and

although it was never completed, Park Güell stands proudly today as a

UNESCO World Heritage Site. Experience varied architectural styles in

intriguing features like the columns of the Sala de las Cien Columnas, or

Hall of the Hundred Column, which support a Romantic-style balcony

covered in mosaic tiles.

 +34 902 20 03 02  www.parkguell.cat/  parkguell@bsmsa.cat  Carrer d'Olot 5, Barcelona
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Abacus 

"For Best Stationery & Toys!"

Located in the neighborhood of L'Eixample, Abacus is one of the main

places for educational and academic materials. Established since 1968,

this store offers a huge collection of items for kids, toys, books, music,

office equipments and stationery. Check out the website for detailed

information.

 +34 93 117 3456  abacus.coop/  Carrer del Perú 186, Barcelona

 by JoJan   

Camp Nou 

"Home of the Blaugrana"

An impressive sight and the crowning glory of the football community in

Spain, Camp Nou is one of the largest stadiums in Europe. Home ground

of the beloved FC Barcelona, known simply as Barça to locals, this

spectacular stadium was constructed in 1957 on a separate piece of land

when the expansion of the Camp de Les Corts stadium was deemed

impossible due to lack of space. The stadium is sometimes referred to as

the 'house that Kubala built', in reference to the great Slovak-Hungarian

goal scorer who played for Barça through the 1950s. Kubala was so

popular with spectators that the stadium was even unable to

accommodate the extraordinary masses that flocked to watch him play on

more than one occasion. Camp Nou can accommodate more than a

whopping 99,000 spectators at a time, and is profoundly iconic for its

vibrant bleachers, painted in the club's royal blue and red colors.

 +34 902 18 99 00  www.fcbarcelona.es/camp-nou  Calle Aristides Maillol 12, Barcelona

 by Lauren Manning   

Parc Diagonal Mar 

"Unique Modern-day Park"

Spread across a large expanse of land bordering Avinguda Diagonal, this

contemporary park is one of Barcelona's unique architectural highlights.

The most striking feature here is the group of the tubular structures that

twist and turn across the length of the park, requiring you to turn back

and marvel. The rest of the seven areas comprise of a huge play area for

kids, an artificial lake with more tubular structures, a spacious plaza, and

an elevated walkway that stands above water. If you're looking to forego

run-of-the-mill parks for a more present-day attraction, then a stroll at the

Parc Diagonal Mar come evening is a good idea.

 www.barcelonaturisme.com/wv3/en/page/600/parc-

diagonal-mar.html

 Carrer de Llull 362X, Barcelona

 by local louisville   

CosmoCaixa Barcelona 

"Science Made Easy"

CosmoCaixa Barcelona is one of Barcelona's main visitor attractions, an

interactive and educational experience for adults and children alike. There

are special children's activities that are designed to stimulate young

minds and encourage interests in science. Regular educational workshops

take place where children can experiment with scientific phenomena like

heat, electricity, atmospheric pressure, and sound. Each of its rooms

explores a specific field, including mechanics, optics, meteorology, and

computer science. There is also a planetarium onsite that explains aspects

of astronomy. Leave it to the research time at CosmoCaixa Barcelona to

put together fun and educational temporary exhibits. All you have to do is

drop by.

 +34 93 212 6050  bcnshop.barcelonaturisme.com/sho

pv3/en/product/325/cosmocaixa.ht

 Carrer d'Isaac Newton 26, Barcelona
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Bowling Pedralbes 

"Bowled Over!"

Put your bowling shoes on and spend a fun-filled day at Bowling

Pedralbes. Part of the Les Corts district, this bowling alley features as

many as 14 lanes, each equipped with automatic tracks and electronic

score-keepers. What's more, you can also switch over to other games such

as billiards, or try your hand at the foosball table. If you get peckish, head

over to the their nifty restaurant and bar that serves a range of goodies,

with cold beer to go.

 +34 93 333 0352  www.bowlingpedralbes.com  Avenida del Doctor Marañón 11, 11 bajo,

Barcelona

 by Museu Blau 

Museu Blau 

"Scientific & Historical Importance!"

Located within the Museu de Ciències Naturals de Barcelona, Museu Blau

is an amazing natural science museum. Museu Blau, also called the Blue

Museum, was designed by Herzog & de Meuron and is spread over 9,000

square meters (96,875 square feet) and across two floors. Visitors can

view permanent and temporary exhibits fossils, plants, animals, and more.

Learn about the history of the world at this delightful museum!

 +34 93 256 6002  museuciencies.cat/en/esp

ais/museu-blau/

 museuciencies@bcn.cat  Plaza Leonardo da Vinci 4-5,

Parque del Fórum, Museu de

Ciències Naturals de

Barcelona, Barcelona

 by tgrauros   

Parc de Cervantes 

"Rose-filled Paradise in City"

Tucked smack dab in the heart of city, Parc de Cervantes is a perfect

getaway for jaded souls. A lush garden with more than 245 varieties of

roses spread over 9 hectares (22.23 acres), this park is a man-made

marvel in itself and a shining example of effective utilization of urban

open spaces. Visit the park on a sunny day and take in the mesmerizing

landscape. Come down with kids and just lie down on the grass to fill your

lungs with fresh air laced with the fragrance of a thousand roses. The park

even holds an international rose show annually, so keep a tab on the

website if you're a botany enthusiast.

 +34 93 285 3834 (Tourist Information)  Avinguda Diagonal 706, Barcelona

 by Jorge Franganillo   

Tibidabo Amusement Park 

"Historic Amuseument Park"

There's no better place to get a rush than the Tibidabo Amusement Park,

an exhilarating attraction that opened on top of Tibidabo Mountain in

1901. Begin your visit to this family-friendly attraction with a panoramic

ride up the Tibidabo Cable Car then hit the rides. Hold on to your seat on

a stomach-turning roller coaster, watch your kids take a trip on the

miniature train, or take a scenic flight on the historic Red Aeroplane ride.

You'll also discover great performances, wonderful restaurants, and an

outstanding view of Barcelona on offer here. Thrill seekers welcome.

 +34 93 211 7942  www.tibidabo.cat/  comercial@tibidabo.cat  Plaça del Tibidabo 3,

Barcelona
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 by Booking.com 

Hotel Novotel Barcelona Cornella 

"Contemporary Accommodation"

This 4-Star hotel is located only a short train ride from Barcelona. The

fresh and modern rooms at the Hotel Novotel Barcelona Cornella are

spacious and clean. Let your hair down in the outdoor pool or have fun in

the video-game room. Those with kids can bring them to the indoor and

outdoor playgrounds. Grab a snack and enjoy musical entertainment at

the Trencadis Cafe or head to the Claravia restaurant for delectable

Spanish cuisine for lunch or dinner.

 +34 93 474 7000  www.novotel.com/gb/hote

l-3667-novotel-barcelona-

cornella/index.shtml

 H3667@accor.com  Avinguda del Maresme 78,

Ronda De Dalt, exit 15,

Cornella de Llobregat

 by Elemaki   

Pavelló Olímpic de Badalona 

"Versatile Arenas"

The Palau Municipal d'Esports, more commonly called the Pavelló Olímpic

de Badalona, is famous for the host of basketball matches that it hosts.

Home to the Club Joventut Badalona and managed by the City of

Badalona, it is an ideal place to brush up your know-how of basketball.

Watch your favorite players in action as they duel with their opponents

and make the arena come alive with excitement! Event nights are ablaze

with enthusiastic crowd participation and you will want to be here and

cheer for your favorite players. Apart from basketball, the arena, that can

easily hold a crowd of 12,500, is also home to a wide range of cultural

events and music concerts. Community events, local dos and soirées are

also celebrated here. Contact the club for more details.

 +34 93 460 2040  carrer de Ponent, Badalona
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